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Abstract
This is a first paper of a series in which we give some general-
izations of the Obukhov theorem in the Tucker-Wang approach to
Metric-Affine gravity in which we consider more general actions con-
taining scalar and in general fields which do not depend on the metric
or connection.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recently much effort has been devoted to the study of non-standard gravi-
tational theories that is theories which allow for nonmetricity and torsion of
spacetime. The usual approach to this generalization of Einstein theory goes
through the gauge field method which permits to obtain a gauge theory of
gravity starting from the affine group A(n,R) [1].
In this approach the metric gab, the connection ω
a
b and the coframe e
a are
considered as three independent gauge potentials whose fields are the non-
metricity Qab the curvature R
a
b and the torsion respectively T
a.
However when a detailed study is performed we note that the different equa-
tions we get are not independent, in particular the one for the coframe and
the one for the metric are related, meaning that the approach contains a kind
of redundancy [1].
It has been suggested by Tucker-Wang [2,3] to drop one of the potentials like
the metric or the coframe and use only the connection and the metric, or
the coframe as independent variables in a pure variational approach. This
approach is motivated also by the fact that when we describe the symmetry
reduction from the general affine group, to the group describing the low en-
ergy limit of gravity we still have the freedom of choosing the coframe. This
permits us to choose an orthonormal coframe and by doing so, the degree of
freedom of the metric and the coframe becomes equivalent. The metric can
be written as: g = ηabe
a ⊗ eb with ηab = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1, ...).
Recently this approach has been used to prove that a remarkable reduction
property occurs in the field equations of certain non-Riemannian models of
gravity [4]. This property of reduction has been proved in Metric-Affine grav-
ity too [5] and it is now known as the Obukhov theorem [6].
In this paper a generalization of this theorem is given obtained by analysing
the properties of the Cartan equation obtained from the connection variation.
We stress the different role of its trace part compared with the traceless part.
While the latter is used to obtain the non-Riemannian part of the connection
as a function of the fields appearing in the action, the former gives a certain
relation for the Weyl 1-form Q which in the case of the Obukhov theorem is
a Proca type equation.
We will show that by considering a more general action we can obtain a
more general equation for Q but the functional dependence of λab (the non-
Riemannian part of connection 1-forms) as a function of the fields Q, T, ψ, ...
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is the same. The result being that the reduction can then be extended to
these more general actions like non-Riemannian scalar gravity or theories
in which non-metricity or torsions are coupled to metric invariant terms like
electromagnetic fields. This property of generalization has been used recently
to exhibit a Black-hole Dilaton solution with non-metricity and torsion [7].
We consider also a simple generalization of the Obukhov theorem to the case
where the Einstein-Hilbert term is coupled to the Dilaton field.
To establish the notation, we use a non riemannian geometry which is spec-
ified by a metric tensor field g and a linear connection ∇. using a local
coframe ea with its dual frame Xb such that e
a(Xb) = δ
a
b , the connections
1-forms satisfy ωcb(Xa) ≡ e
c(∇XaXb). The tensor S = ∇g defines the non
metricity of the theory; in a local orthonormal frame the metric tensor is
g = ηabe
a⊗ eb, (ηab = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1, ...)) The non metricity 1-forms are de-
fined by Qab ≡ S(−, Xa, Xb) and the torsion 2-forms T
a ≡ dea+ ωab ∧ e
b the
curvature two forms are Rab ≡ dω
a
b + ω
a
c ∧ ω
c
b, while the general curvature
scalar R is given by R ⋆ 1 = Rab ∧ ⋆(ea ∧ e
b) in terms of the Hodge operator
of the metric.
Before going to consider the different cases let us briefly remind what is the
main conclusion of the Obukhov theorem.
Obukhov’s Theorem[4-6]:
The field Equations of a general non-Riemannian model of gravity can be
reduced to the field equations of an effective Proca-Einstein theory in which
the Weyl 1-form Q represents the Proca field.
2 Scalar field theories
To begin our analysis let us consider the action:
∫
Λ[e, ω] =
∫
[kR ⋆ 1 +
α
2
f1(ψ)(dQ ∧ ⋆dQ) +
β0
2
f2(ψ)(Q ∧ ⋆Q) (1)
+
β − β0
2
(Q ∧ ⋆Q) +
δ
2
(dψ ∧ ⋆dψ) + F (e, ω, ...)
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Where f1(ψ) and f2(ψ) are 0-forms functions of the scalar field ψ and F (e, ω, ...)
a generic n form dependent on the coframe e, the connection ω but not on
the scalar field ψ.
The Cartan equation can be written as:
k D ⋆ (ea ∧ e
b) = Fa
b (2)
Where Fa
b are dependent on e and ω and other fields but it is not dependent
on ψ.
Suppose now that in the limit:
f1(ψ)→ 1 (3)
f2(ψ)→ 1
We get a Proca-type equation for Q
αd ⋆ dQ+ β0 ⋆ Q = 0 (4)
and the action (1) in the limit (3) satisfies the Obukhov theorem, so that the
generalised Einstein equations reduce to: 2
k
o
Gc + τc[α] + τc[β0] + τc[δ] = 0 (5)
where
o
Gc is the riemannian part of the Einstein n−1 forms
o
R
a
b∧⋆(ea∧e
b∧ec)
and:
τc[α] =
α
2
(dQ ∧ ic ⋆ dQ− icdQ ∧ ⋆dQ) (6)
τc[β] = −
β0
2
(Q ∧ ic ⋆ Q + icQ ∧ ⋆Q)
τc[δ] = −
δ
2
(dψ ∧ ic ⋆ dψ + icdψ ∧ ⋆dψ)
2note that F (e, ω) is not supposed to vanish in the limit (3) since the effect of the
reduction property is to ’cancel’ the effect of the last three terms in the action (1).
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Then:
Theorem 1:
The reduction occurs in the case f1(ψ) 6= 1, f2(ψ) 6= 1 as well, with (5)
replaced by
k
o
Gc + f1(ψ)τc[α] + f2(ψ)τc[β0] + τc[δ] = 0 (7)
Proof:
Doing the trace of the connection variation of (1) we get (mod d) 3:
αd(f1(ψ) ⋆ dQ) + f2(ψ)β0 ⋆ Q+ (β − β0) ⋆ Q =
∑
k
(⋆Ek) (8)
In which Ek are defined as follows:
From the variations of F (e, ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ω
= δωab ∧
∑
k ⋆(Ba
b)k and then:
2n
∑
k
⋆Ek =
∑
k
⋆(Ba
a)k (9)
Now from the hypothesis we have for f1(ψ) = f2(ψ) = 1 that:
αd ⋆ dQ+ β0 ⋆ Q = 0 (10)
so we have:
(β − βo) ⋆ Q =
∑
k
(⋆Ek) (11)
when we consider f1(ψ), f2(ψ) 6= 1 we are considering the replacement:
β(Q ∧ ⋆Q)→ [β0f2(ψ) + (β − β0)(Q ∧ ⋆Q) (12)
(dQ ∧ ⋆dQ)→ f1(ψ)(dQ ∧ ⋆dQ)
Consider now the cartan equation which we may put in the form:
kD ⋆ (ea ∧ e
b) = δbaA + F
′b
a (13)
3(mod d) is intended to mean that when we perform variations we may get also other
terms which are total derivatives and then do not contribuite to the field equations.
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by considering the trace we get:
2nA+ F ′aa = 0 (14)
from which
F ′aa = −2nA (15)
so that we can rewrite (13) as:
kD ⋆ (ea ∧ e
b) = −δab
F ′aa
2n
+ F ′ba (16)
F ′ab is dependent on the fields Q, T
c, ψ, ... so if the action is specified F ′ba
and F ′aa are specified, the transformation (12) changes only A in (13) and
not F ′ba but relation (15) is still valid and so is (16). So Rel. (16) is not
affected by the transformation (12). Then we obtain that the traceless part
of the Cartan equation is invariant under the transformation (12). The con-
sequence of this is that we can express λab as a function of F
′b
a and we will
get the same expression for λab.
So we may formulate the following:
Lemma
The traceless part of the Cartan equation may be written in a form which is
invariant under transformation like (12) of terms which contains only non-
metricity and metric and connection invariant fields. The functional depen-
dence of the non-Riemannian part of the connection is then unaffected.
By using the previous Lemma we can calculate the quantities Ek appear-
ing in (8) which will have the same functional dependence.
So we can conclude that the relation:
(β − β0) ⋆ Q =
∑
k
⋆Ek (17)
is still valid since it may be expressed as a function of λab and other fields
which are independent on λab.
Then we get:
α d(f1(ψ) ⋆ dQ) + f2(ψ)β0 ⋆ Q = 0 (18)
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with the same reasoning since the algebraic dependence of λab on F
′a
b is the
same, we can state that the relation:
k∆
o
Gc + τc[β − βo] + τc[F [e, ω]] = 0 (19)
in which τc[F [e, ω]] indicate the stress forms contribution due to F (e, ω) in
the action (1), will be valid in general.
In the previous one ∆
o
Gc is the non-Riemannian contribution to Gc.
Then we reduce the generalised Einstein equations to:
k
o
Gc + f1(ψ)τc[α] + f2(ψ)τc[β0] + τc[δ] = 0 (20)
so the theorem is proved.
The proof of the theorem and the Lemma relies essentially on the fact the
connection variation of terms like:
f1(ψ)(dQ ∧ ⋆dQ) (21)
f2(ψ)(Q ∧ ⋆Q)
contain the diagonal operator δab.
It is clear that this property valid for scalar fields is valid for other metric
and connection invariant fields.
Consider for example a term like:
⋆ (F ∧ ⋆F )(dQ ∧ ⋆dQ) (22)
where F is the electromagnetic field F = dA, the connection variation is
(mod d):
2 δωab δ
b
a ∧ [d ⋆ (F ∧ ⋆F ) ∧ ⋆dQ] (23)
The presence of the diagonal operator δab permits to extend what found to
actions which contain terms analogous to (22). The equation for Q will be
modified but the reduction property is still valid with the proper stress forms
originating from terms like (22) [8].
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3 The Dilaton case
In this section we extend the Obukhov theorem to a class of Dilaton non-
Riemannian gravity. We consider for simplicity the case in which the
action contains only terms dependent on the non-metricity, that is we do not
put any explicit torsion term.
We start the analysis from the action:
S =
∫
[kψ2R ⋆ 1 + β(dψ ∧ ⋆dψ)− V (ψ) ⋆ 1] (24)
We use the Tucker-Wang gauge in which the metric is fixed to be orthonor-
mal gab = ηab = (−1, 1, 1, 1, ...), and we consider the coframe e
a and the
connection ωab as independent variables.
As we will see the non-Riemannian contribution to the Einstein-Hilbert term
times ψ2 is equivalent in the field equations to a kinetic term for the dilaton.
The variation of (24) with respect to ψ gives (mod d):
− 2(βd ⋆ dψ + kψ(R ⋆ 1))− V ′(ψ) ⋆ 1 = 0 (25)
The variation with respect to the connection of action (24) gives:
D ⋆ (ea ∧ e
b) = −
2
ψ
[dψ ∧ ⋆(ea ∧ e
b)] (26)
While the coframe variation gives:
kψ2
o
R
a
b ∧ ⋆(ea ∧ e
b ∧ ec)− 2kψ[λˆ
a
b ∧ dψ ∧ ⋆(e
b ∧ ea ∧ ec)] (27)
−β[dψ ∧ ic ⋆ dψ + icdψ ∧ ⋆dψ] + kψ
2[λˆad ∧ λˆ
d
b] ∧ ⋆(ea ∧ e
b ∧ ec)−
V (ψ) ⋆ ec = 0
where use has been made of the expression for the full non-Riemannian
Einstein-Hilbert term:
R ⋆ 1 =
o
R ⋆ 1− λˆ
a
c ∧ λˆ
c
b ∧ ⋆(e
b ∧ ea)− d(λˆ
a
b ∧ ⋆(e
b ∧ ea)) (28)
The solution of the Cartan equation is:
λab = −
1
2n
gabQ+
2
(2− n)ψ
(ia(dψ)eb − ib(dψ)ea) (29)
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and the traceless part is:
λˆab =
2
2− n
1
ψ
(ia(dψ)eb − ib(dψ)ea) (30)
by using this expression in the generalised Einstein equations we get:
kψ2
o
Gc − β
′[dψ ∧ ic ⋆ dψ + icdψ ∧ ⋆dψ]− V (ψ) ⋆ ec = 0 (31)
where:
β ′ = β + 4k
n− 1
n− 2
(32)
So the presence of the full non-Riemannian Einstein-Hilbert term is equiva-
lent to a rescaling of the scalar kinetic term coupling constant.
Observe the following two interesting cases:
a] If we have β = 0 in the action (24) then we get the generalised Einstein
equations:
k ψ2
o
Gc + 4k
n− 1
n− 2
[dψ ∧ ic ⋆ dψ + icdψ ∧ ⋆dψ]− V (ψ) ⋆ ec = 0 (33)
then for n = 4
kψ2
o
Gc + 6 k[dψ ∧ ic ⋆ dψ + icdψ ∧ ⋆dψ]− V (ψ) ⋆ ec = 0 (34)
So we get the Dilaton Einstein equation with the conformal coupling ξ = 1
6
b] If β + 4k n−1
n−2
= β ′ = 0 or β = −4k n−1
n−2
.
Then we get:
kψ2
o
Gc − V (ψ) ⋆ ec = 0 (35)
which are equivalent to:
k
o
Gc − V˜ (ψ) ⋆ ec = 0 (36)
where V˜ (ψ) = V (ψ)
ψ2
. So the generalised Einstein equations are equivalent to
the decoupled case with the potential V˜ (ψ).
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We have to observe that the equations for the scalar field are different from
the Levi-Civita one, so the reduction property refers only to the Einstein
sector of the theory.
Let us consider now the action:
S =
∫
[kψ2R⋆1+β(dψ∧⋆dψ)+
α
2
f1(ψ)(dQ∧⋆dQ)+
γ
2
f2(ψ)(Q∧⋆Q)−V (ψ)⋆1]
(37)
Using the Lemma of previous section we may certainly formulate the follow-
ing:
Theorem 2:
Suppose we start from the action:
S =
∫
[kψ2R⋆1+β(dψ∧⋆dψ)+f1(ψ)
α
2
(dQ∧⋆dQ)+f2(ψ)
γ
2
(Q∧⋆Q)]−V (ψ)⋆1
(38)
Then the generalised Einstein equations can be reduced to:
kψ2
o
Gc − β
′[dψ ∧ ic ⋆ dψ + icdψ ∧ ⋆dψ]− V (ψ) ⋆ ec − (39)
+f1(ψ)
α
2
[dQ ∧ ic ⋆ dQ+ icdQ ∧ ⋆dQ] + f2(ψ)
γ
2
[Q ∧ ic ⋆ Q− icQ ∧ ⋆Q] = 0
with β ′ = β + 4k n−1
n−2
.
——————
Eq (39) can be considered the generalization of the Obukhov-Tucker-Wang
theorem to the non-Riemannian Dilaton Gravity action (37) [9].
The equation for ψ becomes:
−2(βd⋆dψ+kψ(R⋆1))−V ′(ψ)⋆1+f ′1(ψ)
α
2
(dQ∧⋆dQ)+f ′2(ψ)
γ
2
(Q∧⋆Q) = 0
(40)
From the trace of the Cartan equation we get the new equation for Q:
α d(f1(ψ) ⋆ dQ) + γf2(ψ) ⋆ Q = 0 (41)
In the action (38) we have not introduced terms like T ∧ ⋆T , T c ∧ ⋆Tc, (T is
defined as icT
c) .
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Had we done that we would have modified the traceless part of the Cartan
equation so the Lemma proved in section 2 which brought us to Theorems
1,2 would not be valid anymore. We expect however a similar result to hold
for an action more general than (38) but the proof is not trivial and may
require a computer based calculation, so much said, we hope to obtain this
further generalization in the next paper of this series.
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